Abstract. The flow induced by the suitably timed growth and collapse of one or several bubbles in a finite tube joining two liquid reservoirs is simulated by a simple quasi-one-dimensional model. Viscous and surface tension effects are accounted for in an approximate manner. It is shown that, in certain parameter ranges, the system is capable of a net pumping action that moves the liquid from one reservoir to the other even in the presence of an adverse pressure difference. The fact that this net pumping effect is also encountered in the case of a single bubble, provided it is not located at the midpoint of the tube, is particularly remarkable. The mechanism responsible for this result is discussed. In practice the effect can be exploited to build a micropump by embedding electrical heaters in the wall of a small channel.
Introduction
The potential of phase change phenomena to achieve actuation in small systems has attracted the attention of several investigators. The earliest practical application is the ink-jet printer (Allen et al 1985 , Asai 1989 , Burr et al 1996 , Chikanawa et al 1996 , but other applications have also been described (Ji et al 1991 , Lin et al 1991 , Bergstrom et al 1995 . In particular, Jun and Kim (1996) have described a peristaltic micropump based on the sequential growth of vapor bubbles along a small channel with embedded wall heaters. The very low repetition rate achieved in this work, about 1 s, makes the device impractical for most applications. This characteristic time cannot be shortened by the several orders of magnitude necessary to make it useful without a deeper understanding of the thermal and dynamic aspects of the system. More generally, the widespread application of bubbles in practical devices requires a better understanding of much basic physics that is, at present, still lacking.
Although a great deal is known about bubble dynamics in unconfined volumes (see e.g. Plesset and Prosperetti 1977, Feng and Leal 1997) , little work has been carried out on bubbles confined in narrow spaces with characteristic dimensions comparable with their size. Most of the available literature has been motivated by the development of compact heat exchangers and deals with boiling heat transfer in confined spaces (see e.g. Borowsky and Sernas 1994 , Kew and Cornwell 1994 , Peng and Wang 1994 . The situations in which bubbles would be used in micro-systems, however, are very different. Vapor bubbles would be generated by applying short current pulses to micro-heaters, while the rest of the system would remain at ambient temperature. In † Also Department of Applied Physics, Twente Institute of Mechanics, and Burgerscentrum, University of Twente, Enschede, The Netherlands. addition to Asai's work, whose situation is quite different from the one treated here, the only study addressing such conditions is our own recent one (Yuan et al 1999) , in which we coupled an inviscid boundary integral formulation for the fluid mechanic aspects of the problem with a simplified treatment of the heat transfer and phase change.
In spite of the many simplifications adopted, that model still retains a high degree of complexity and does not lend itself easily to the simulation of the repeated action of many bubbles growing and collapsing in concert that lies at the heart of the peristaltic pumping action considered in this paper. For this reason, here we develop and study a simpler model which, nevertheless, incorporates many of the basic aspects of the actual physical situation.
The model
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This finding motivates the main simplifying assumption adopted in this paper, namely the neglect of an explicit modeling of the thermal aspects of the phenomenon. We simply assume the bubbles to respond to an initial brief but large increase in the internal pressure, which is then rapidly brought to zero. In order to simplify the fluid dynamics of the problem, we assume that the heaters, rather than being embedded in the channel wall, span the cross section so that the bubbles occupy the entire cross section of the tube (figure 1), and we simulate the motion of the liquid as onedimensional 'slugs' (figure 2). According to the results of Oguz and Prosperetti (1998) , this is a good approximation provided the bubbles are not much smaller than the tube diameter, which our earlier results (Ory et al 1999 , Yuan et al 1999 show to happen only during a minute fraction of the growth and collapse cycle.
For a 100 µm diameter tube, the Reynolds number based on the peak velocity is of the order of 10 and it is therefore necessary to account for viscous effects. This we do approximately by estimating viscous pressure losses on the basis of fully developed laminar flow. A study of the accuracy of this approximation is a matter of some complexity due to the presence of the liquid-vapor interface and the unsteady nature of the flow and will make the object of a separate investigation. Some preliminary calculations based on a full Navier-Stokes model show that the error is acceptable (Ory et al 1999) and certainly not so large as to qualitatively alter our conclusions.
We assume that, at the moment of its birth, the kth bubble consists of two plane interfaces both located at the same position X H,k of the heater and perpendicular to the tube axis. The bubble grows by a motion of its left and right interfaces, located at X l,k , X r,k (figure 2), that is modeled in the following way. At first, as the pressure increases, the interface bows outward becoming a spherical cap of decreasing radius. When the contact angle with the wall becomes 0
• , the interface is allowed to move. When the direction of motion reverses, the interface stops, the curvature decreases until it becomes zero and then increases again in the opposite direction. When the contact angle becomes 180
• , the interface is allowed to move again. In this way we simulate the action of contact angle hysteresis by assuming effectively advancing and receding contact angles of 0
• and 180
• , respectively. It will be seen that surface tension effects are small and therefore different values for advancing and receding contact angles would not be expected to change our results appreciably.
Since the bubbles are well separated, for the purposes of calculating the liquid motion the detailed interfacial geometry just described is unnecessarily complicated. We simply approximate the liquid slugs as cylinders with end faces drawn in such a way as to conserve volume (figure 2). Let l k be the length of the kth liquid slug, U k is its velocity and P k−1 and P k are the liquid pressures at the two ends of the kth slug. Then Newton's law gives
where R is the radius of the tube and ρ and µ are the liquid density and dynamic viscosity, respectively. The liquid pressure P just outside a bubble surface is related to the pressure in the bubble p by the usual Laplace formula
where σ is the surface tension coefficient and C the curvature of the interface. The last term in (2.1) is the viscous pressure drop based on a fully developed flow. We wish to confine our attention to the flow in the tube neglecting the consideration of the flow induced in the reservoirs. For this purpose it is necessary to formulate suitable boundary conditions at the tube's ends, which requires some elaboration. We assume that the tube connects two liquid reservoirs with constant fixed pressures P l , P r that can, in general, be different from each other (figure 1). Let us consider the left end of the tube first. During the growth of the bubble we assume the flow at the tube exit to separate and issue as a free jet. In these conditions, one may assume that the pressure at the tube's exit equals the undisturbed pressure in the reservoir P l . By means of a momentum balance over the control volume constituted by the tube walls, an imaginary surface at the tube end and the moving left surface of the first bubble (figure 3), we obtain the following equation of motion for the leftmost liquid column:
In the first step we used the fact that dl 1 /dt = U 1 as the length of the first liquid slug is taken between the bubble surface and the tube end and is therefore a function of time. During the inflow phase, there is no separation and we proceed differently. We apply Bernoulli's theorem to a streamline starting at the left end of the tube and ending at infinity in the left reservoir. The potential there vanishes, the pressure is P l , and therefore where the subscript le denotes conditions at the left end of the tube. It can be shown that the potential φ le equals Ru le Zeng 1997, Oguz and Prosperetti 1998) . Physically, this condition accounts for the inertia of the reservoir liquid set in motion by the bubble expansion. To connect P le to the pressure P 1 at the left surface of the first bubble (note that this is the right surface of the first liquid slug) we use a momentum balance over the same control volume used before for the derivation of (2.3). In this way, using the fact that, for onedimensional motion the velocity is uniform so that u le = U 1 , we find
The P l in (2.3) is now P le , which can be eliminated by means of this result to find
We can carry both forms (2.3) and (2.6) at the same time by writing
where H is the Heaviside function. When U 1 goes through zero, the second term in the left-hand side is continuous, while the first one undergoes a discontinuity from l 1 (dU 1 /dt) to (l 1 +R)(dU 1 /dt). This discontinuity is a crude representation of the situation as the separated flow at the exit of the channel re-attaches. Since the present model is only valid provided l 1 R, the discontinuity is small. Proceeding similarly, for the rightmost (N + 1)st column, we have
where P r is the undisturbed pressure in the right reservoir.
As stated at the beginning of the last section, bubbles are generated by heating up a thin layer of liquid to a high temperature. This process is simulated by splitting the liquid slug where the heater is located into two segments by means of a bubble with vanishing volume at the time the bubble is nucleated. At this time the internal bubble pressure is close to the saturation pressure at the temperature of the homogeneous nucleation limit, which is about 80% of the critical temperature. As already explained above, this high temperature falls off very quickly as the bubble grows. We simulate this behavior using a narrow square wave:
where p 0 is the vapor pressure corresponding to the undisturbed liquid temperature. The pressure pulse amplitude p and duration τ can be used to control the rate and the total energy of the heating. Together, they determine the maximum size and lifetime of the bubble. In a real system, the initial nucleus has a very small radius and the large initial pressure is expended in part to overcome the effect of surface tension. In the present quasi-one-dimensional model the maximum curvatures are much smaller, and accordingly it is necessary to use a lower pressure to avoid an unrealistically large growth of the bubbles.
The final ingredient of the model is a rule to handle the collision between two adjacent liquid columns when a bubble completely collapses. We assume that when this happens, the two slugs merge into a longer one in such a way that momentum is conserved. If l k and l k+1 are the lengths of the two slugs, and U k and U k+1 the respective velocities just before collision, then the velocity after the collision is taken to be
The situation we envisage is one in which there are several heaters spaced along the tube, which are cyclically powered in succession from left to right. The time interval between the powering of successive heaters in the sequence, to which we refer as the time lag, is denoted by T L . The same heater is activated every T seconds, which is therefore the duration of each complete bubble-powering cycle. Figure 4 illustrates this sequence for the case of three heaters.
Results
Before considering the interaction among the bubbles and their synergistic effect, it is useful to study the behavior of a single bubble to gain some insight into the controlling variables and the orders of magnitude of the various quantities. Later, we consider a typical case with three bubbles.
One bubble
Since we only consider one bubble we drop the index k here. It is interesting to start with the simplest possible model in which viscous and surface-tension effects are neglected. We therefore need to solve, in place of (2.6),
for the liquid column at the left of the bubble, and
for that on the right. In writing these equations we have neglected the small contribution proportional to H R and we also take P r = P l . We assume that the heater is located at a distance X H from the left end of the conduit, and therefore at a distance L − X H from the right end. If X l,r are the instantaneous positions of the bubble interfaces measured from the left end of the tube then, clearly,
An approximate analytic solution is given in appendix A. The results can be simplified further by assuming that the liquid columns are always much longer than the tube radius. With this approximation, it is found that the maximum expansion of the bubble occurs at
independently of the initial position. In practice, p is large and therefore this equation shows that the bubble lifetime far exceeds the duration of the heating. The maximum bubble elongation, X max = (X r − X l ) max , is approximately given by
(3.4) which, since p is typically much larger than p 0 and P l , shows that the maximum expansion of the bubble is approximately proportional to (τ p) 2 . Similarly, the total bubble lifetime is, approximately,
(3.5) In order to see how these results are affected by viscosity and surface tension, in figures 5 and 6 we compare them with some numerical results for the complete model (2.1). These results are generated starting from a quiescent state. Each figure shows the maximum bubble elongation X max (left scale, lower group of curves) and the bubble lifetime (right scale, upper group of curves) as functions of the initial position X H of the heater. The full curves are the complete model including surface tension and viscosity, the dotted curves include viscosity, but no surface tension, the dashed curves include surface tension, but no viscosity, and, finally, the long-dashed curves include neither. Both figures are for a tube length of 2.5 mm and p = 50 atm (5065 kPa), P l − p 0 = P r − p 0 = 1 atm (101.3 kPa), τ = 1 µs, with Figure 5 . The lower group of curves (to be read on the left scale) shows the maximum bubble length X max as a function of the heater position X H normalized by the tube length L. The upper group of curves (right scale) shows the bubble lifetime. Full curves, complete model including surface tension and viscosity; dotted curves, no surface tension; dashed curves, no viscosity; long-dotted curves, neither viscosity nor surface tension; very-long-dashed-dot line, simple model of equations (3.4) and (3.5). Tube length 2.5 mm, tube diameter 100 µm, p = 50 atm, P l − p 0 = P r − P 0 = 1 atm, τ = 1 µs; physical properties of water at 50
• C. Figure 6 . The lower group of curves (to be read on the left scale) shows the maximum bubble length X max as a function of the heater position X H normalized by the tube length L. The upper group of curves (right scale) shows the bubble lifetime. Full curves, complete model including surface tension and viscosity; dotted curves, no surface tension; dashed curves, no viscosity; long-dashed curves, neither viscosity nor surface tension; very-long-dashed-dot line: simple model of equations (3.4) and (3.5). Tube length 2.5 mm, tube diameter 25 µm, p = 50 atm, P l − p 0 = P r − P 0 = 1 atm, τ = 1 µs; physical properties of water at 50
the physical properties of water at 50 • C. Figure 5 is for a tube with a diameter D = 100 µm, so that L/D = 25; when the tube diameter is decreased to 50 µm (figure 6, L/D = 50), viscous effects become more significant. In both cases surface tension has a very small effect.
In general, in agreement with (3.5), the bubble lifetime is seen to depend only weakly on the position of the heater, except when it is near one of the ends of the tube. The simple approximation t bub = 2T max equals 100 µs in both cases and is in error by about 10% and 20% for the larger and smaller tubes, respectively. For X H /L = 1/2, equation (3.4) gives a bubble length of 197 µm independent of the tube radius, which is close to the value 173 µm given by the complete model for the 100 µm diameter tube and shown in figure 5. For the smaller tube of figure 6 the computed maximum length is 139 µm because of the stronger viscous effects and the approximation (3.4) not very accurate.
In a recent paper (Yuan et al 1999) we presented a different model of this process in which the initial nucleus is on the tube axis and the bubble grows as a sphere until its radius is nearly equal to the tube radius. Any further growth beyond this point occurs by inserting a cylindrical surface between two equal hemispheres. Another significant difference of that study was a better model for the heat transfer and associated bubble internal pressure. The results showed that the bubble internal pressure very rapidly decreased to the saturation vapor pressure at the undisturbed liquid temperature. In order to compare the results of that model with the present one, we have adjusted the overpressure p of the present model so that
with τ chosen as that instant at which the vapor pressure equals the ambient pressure P l ; we find τ = 8 µs, p = 5.75 atm †. Figure 7 compares the bubble volume against time as predicted by that model (dashed curve) and the present model for the same conditions as before with R = 50 µm, and with the bubble nucleating at the midpoint of the tube. The results are very close indicating that the simple pressure dependence used in the present model is adequate to capture the essence of the phenomenon. A rather remarkable effect associated with the repeated growth and collapse of a single bubble according to the present model is the fact that the process is able to generate a net steady flow through the channel. This effect is demonstrated in figure 8 which shows, as a function of the bubble position, the net pumping velocity defined by
u re (t) dt (3.7) † The rest of the parameter values for the calculation according to the model of Yuan et al (1999) are, in the notation of that paper: initial bubble radius a(0) = 5 µm, heated liquid layer thickness λ = 7.5 µm; initial bubble surface temperature T S (0) = 550 K and undisturbed liquid temperature T ∞ = 300 K. induced by a single bubble as a function of the bubble position along the tube. The full curve is for the complete model, the dotted curve is when neglecting surface tension effects; T = 300 µs, τ = 1 µs, p = 50 atms and P l − p 0 = P r − p 0 = 1 atm.
where u re is the liquid velocity at the right end of the tube; here the tube radius is 50 µm as in figure 5 . These results correspond to steady-state conditions for T = 300 µs, τ = 1 µs, p = 50 atm, P l − p 0 = P r − p 0 = 1 atm. The rapid increase of |V p | when the bubble approaches the ends of the tube, and the fact that |V p | = 0 when the bubble is at the center of the tube, show that the asymmetry that gives rise to the pumping is associated with the unequal lengths of the liquid columns on the two sides of the bubble. Here the dotted curve is for no surface tension effects, and confirms the small effect of this parameter.
To explain this unexpected result we start by showing in figure 9 the velocity against time of the two liquid columns for one of the cases of the previous figure, with an initial bubble position X H /L = . The results shown correspond to the first third of the 20th cycle, by which time steady conditions have been attained. The initial velocity growth for t τ is approximately linear for both liquid columns with the longer column achieving a smaller maximum velocity. For t > τ the magnitude of both velocities decreases under the action of the opposing pressure differences. Due to the lower inertia, the magnitude of the velocity of the shorter column tends to be larger than that of the other column over most of the cycle. The importance of this fact can be understood if we rewrite equations (3.1) and (3.2) identically in the form
At the steady state the flow is periodic. Upon adding and averaging over a cycle, we then find
H (−U r ))U 2 r ] (3.10) where the overline denotes the time average over a period. Since U 2 l > U 2 r over most of the cycle, this relation shows that, to maintain steady periodic conditions, the pressure in the right-hand reservoir must exceed that in the left-hand reservoir. An approximate calculation can be based on the . Note the small residual positive velocity when the two columns collide at the end of the collapse. This net velocity is responsible for the pumping effect shown in the previous figure. The conditions are as figure 5. The figure shows the first third of one period at steady state. During the remaining two thirds of the period the residual velocity slowly decreases due to viscous effects.
results of appendix A and is given in detail in appendix B; one finds
(3.11)
A more precise expression is given in appendix B. We can repeat the same calculation including the viscous terms as in (2.7) and (2.8). We note that
3.12) where T is the period. But since the bubble starts and ends with a zero volume, l l (T ) − l l (0) = l r (T ) − l r (0), and this quantity equals the net displacement, l, of the fluid over a cycle. Since, furthermore, when the bubble has zero volume, l l + l r = L, the total tube length, we have that
With this relation we have than, in place of (3.10),
(3.14)
For a given P l − P r , this relation gives the mean pumping velocity V p = l/T defined by (3.7). It may be noted that, for µ → 0, this relation implies V p → ∞, which is correct because in the absence of dissipation a net force cannot give rise to a finite steady state. It should be pointed out that the pumping effect that we have just described is not dependent on the difference between the pressure boundary conditions at the tube ends applied during the growth and collapse phases as can readily be seen from (3.10) or (3.14) with both the Heaviside functions H set to either one or zero. The apparent divergence of the pumping velocity shown in figure 8 as the bubble position approaches the tube ends is a model artifact due to the assumption of one-dimensional flow.
An equivalent explanation of the effect is the following. If the lengths of the two columns stayed constant, both would reverse their motion at the same time as shown by (A.13) of appendix A. However, the situation is such that the effective length changes and, in relative terms, changes more significantly for the shorter column. For this reason, this latter column reverses its motion earlier (see figure 9 ) and is able to pick up a greater total momentum during its collapse. When the bubble shrinks to zero volume and the two columns collide, the rule (2.10) results, therefore, in a net positive velocity which is responsible for the observed pumping effect.
The influence of the duration of the overpressure τ is shown in figure 10 , again for a 50 µm radius tube X H /L = 1 4 , p = 50 atm, T = 300 µs. Here the full curve is the steadystate pumping velocity and the dotted curve is the maximum bubble length. The proportionality of X max to τ 2 predicted by equation (3.4) is only applicable as long as the bubble length is small compared to the distance from the tube ends, and is approximately verified here up to τ 1 µs. For large τ , X max saturates, as predicted by the more accurate theory of appendix A. The pumping velocity is a monotonic function of τ and it also eventually saturates, but at a slower rate due to the gradual displacement of the bubble towards the middle of the tube.
Three bubbles
Now we turn to the case of three bubbles fired sequentially from left to right at fixed intervals T L from each other (figure 4). We present results for two cases: the first one, case (A), has a pressure pulse lasting τ = 1 µs, p = 50 atm; the other, case (B), has τ = 10 µs, p = 5 atm. The product τ p, on which the bubble dynamics most critically depends as shown before, is therefore the same for both cases. The period is T = 300 µs, as for the single-bubble cases shown before; it is sufficiently long that consecutive cycles do not interfere with each other. The bubbles are generated at positions located at 25%, 50% and 75% of the tube length. figure 4 ; dotted curve, τ = 1 µs and p = 50 atm; solid line, τ = 10 µs and p = 5 atm. In both cases the tube diameter is 100 µm, L = 2.5 mm and T = 300 µs. The steady-state pumping velocity defined in (3.7) is shown in figure 11 as a function of the time lag T L ; the dotted curve is for case (A) and the full curve for case (B). For small T L , the pumping velocity V p becomes very rapidly more and more negative, indicating a net pumping towards the left. The maximum effect is reached for T L τ . For T L > τ, the pumping effectiveness decreases essentially at the same rate for both cases (A) and (B) and reverses around 55 µs, again for both cases. It then becomes slightly positive, drops abruptly around T L 67 µs, and remains close to zero; there is a small positive effect when T L 85 µs. For greater T L , the net pumping effect is essentially zero. Figure 12 shows the lifetime and figure 13 shows the maximum length of the three bubbles for case (A); the results for case (B) are similar.
We can understand these results from a consideration of figures 14-19, which show snapshots of the bubbles at different times during a complete cycle. These figures are all for case (A) and correspond to T L = 1, 30, 65, 75, 85 and 95 µs, respectively †. In all cases the initial transient (lasting † We feel justified to present such a large number of figures because of the complex behavior of the pumping velocity against time lag shown in figure 11. . Sequence of snapshots of the three bubbles for a time lag T L = 1 µs, the time interval between successive images is 10 µs; the duration of the entire cycle is T = 300 µs; p = 50 atm, τ = 1 µs, L = 2.5 mm and tube diameter 100 µm. Steady conditions have been reached. The aspect ratio of the tube is to scale. about five to six periods) has died out and the results shown correspond to steady state. Figure 14 , for T L = 1 µs, shows that the third bubble grows very large and therefore the pumping is essentially similar to the single-bubble case. It should be pointed out that this large growth of the third bubble is due to the simultaneous collapse of the second. For T L = 30 µs (figure 15), all bubbles grow bigger but the net pumping effect is less because the action of the third bubble is partially cancelled by that of the first. For T L = 65 µs ( figure 16 ) the first bubble grows slightly bigger than the other two, and therefore there is a small net positive pumping effect. The sudden drop in V p around 67 µs (figure 11) is due to the fact that, for this value of T L , the third bubble is generated after the complete collapse of the second. As shown in figure 17, for T L = 75 µs, the first and third bubbles are comparable and therefore their actions very nearly cancel. The small positive V p centered around T L = 85 µs in figure 11 can be understood with reference to figure 18 for this value of T L . Here we see that the second bubble is generated after the full collapse of the first, which causes its lifetime to be greater and therefore to overlap somewhat with the third bubble. During this overlap phase there is net liquid momentum to the right, which tends to oppose the growth of the third bubble. Since the growth of this bubble is thus impeded, it is incapable of balancing the effect of the first. When the bubbles are all well separated in time (see figure 19 for T L = 95 µs), they act nearly independently with the first and the third essentially canceling each other's effect and the second, located at the center of the channel, giving no net pumping velocity. In this regime, evidently the net pumping is vanishingly small.
A comparison of figures 10 and 11 enables us to compare the effectiveness of the one-and three-bubble pumps. If the single-bubble pump is operated with a heating time of . Another way to effect the comparison might be for an equal power consumption of the two arrangements. A rather crude way to do this in the framework of the present model might be to triple the heating time of the single-bubble pump to τ = 3 µs. For this value, figure 10 for shows a pumping velocity of 4.1 m s −1 . This comparison may however be somewhat deceptive. In the first place, once the heater becomes dry, its power output into the liquid is drastically reduced. Secondly, it may be difficult to dissipate such a large amount of heat at a single location, which may require a lower frequency of operation. The multibubble arrangement might therefore be more effective with the parameter values used in these examples.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented a simplified model for the growth and collapse of vapor bubbles in a small tube connecting two reservoirs.
A remarkable and unexpected finding has been that even a single bubble is capable of producing a net pumping effect. The direction of this net flow is away from the closest tube end and it vanishes if the bubble is at the tube midpoint. This result is due to the fact that the inertial loading on the bubble interface varies with time as liquid is exchanged between the tube and the reservoirs during growth and collapse. Because of this, the average value over a cycle of the product of the liquid column length and the interfacial acceleration is not zero, which is responsible for the pumping effect.
The model is also applicable to the case of several bubbles with an arbitrary timing of their growth and collapse.
As an example we have considered the case of three bubbles cyclically generated at a specified time interval from each other. This arrangement is also capable of a net pumping effect similar to a peristaltic action. The mutual interference of the three bubbles results in a complex dependence of the pumping velocity on the precise timing of the bubble growth and collapse.
The general principle illustrated here can be generalized and extended in a variety of ways. For example, a suitably shaped constriction of the tube in the heater region could stabilize the bubbles preventing their sliding along the tube and thus enhance the pumping effect.
The fluid dynamic model used in this paper is a simplification of the real situation.
A more realistic treatment, including the numerical solution of the NavierStokes equations, is given in Ory et al (1999) . The complexity of that calculation, however, prevents one from studying by those means the case of more than one bubble.
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Appendix A. Approximate analytical solution
The dynamics of a single bubble according to the present model is described by equations (2.7) and (2.8). Here we give two approximate solutions in increasing order of complexity, and we prove their equivalence in the appropriate limit. In both models we neglect viscosity and surface tension. Furthermore, in both models we assume that, at every instant, the length of both liquid columns is much greater than R so that the terms H R multiplying the acceleration in (2.7) and (2.8) can be disregarded.
A.1 Approximation I
In the equation of motion (2.7) for the left liquid column we assume that |X l (t) − X H | is much less than X H , which enables us to set X l X H in the first term in the left-hand side. In this way the equation simplifies to
As long as t < τ, P 1 = p 0 + p and U l < 0; the equation can then be readily integrated to find
The position of the left bubble surface is then
For τ < t < T l,max , where T l,max is the time at which the left liquid column reaches the maximum displacement, we have P 1 = p 0 and the solution of (A.1) is
Upon matching with the solution (A.2) at t = τ , we find
The maximum displacement X l,max = X l (T l,max ) is found to be
When the motion reverses for t > T l,max , the term 1 2 U 2 l in (2.7) must be retained. To deal with this case define
Then the solution of (2.7) is
and
We proceed similarly for the right liquid column. We have, for t < τ, .10) and X r (t) = X H + 1 2
while, for τ < t < T r,max , .13) and X r,max = X H + 1 2
Finally, for t > T max ,
where V r is defined by (A.7) with P r in place of P l . If P l = P r , (A.5) and (A.13) show that T l,max = T r,max = T max and V l = V r ; in this case X max = X r,max − X l,max and from (A.6) and (A.14) one recovers the previous result (3.4). The bubble lifetime T bub is implicitly defined by the condition X r (T bub ) = X l (T bub ) (A.17)
which cannot be solved analytically. However, under the assumption of X max X H , L − X H , it can be shown that
(A.18) Equations (A.9) and (A.16) can then be approximated by
(A.20) Upon substituting into (A.17), one then finds the previous result (3.5).
A.2 Approximation II
The previous approximate solution is valid when the bubble surfaces displace so little that the change in the length of the liquid columns is negligible. To improve on this approximation we proceed as follows.
Upon using the identity dU l /dt = U l (dU l /dX l ) in (2.7) we have and, using the previous approximations for T l,max and X H − X l,max , it is easy to check that
The performance of the approximations described in this appendix is illustrated in figure 20 , which is for the same case as figure 5. Here the full curve is the complete model, the long-dashed curves are the results of approximation I, and the dotted curves of approximation II. For the bubble lifetime predicted by the latter, there is a discontinuity in the slope at X H /L = 1 2 because here the expression (A.33) is matched with the corresponding result derived from a consideration of the right column.
Appendix B. Single-bubble pumping velocity
Here we present the details of the calculation of the pressure difference (3.11) due to the action of a single bubble. Of the two approximations of appendix A, the first one is more generally applicable and we therefore limit ourselves to it. In any case, the differences with the second approximations would be small unless one of the bubble surfaces is very close to the channel ends.
In order to calculate the time average we use the expressions (A.2), (A.4) and (A.8), each one in the applicable time interval. We find This approximation amounts to neglecting the slight deviation from linear behavior of the velocity shown in figure 9 . The corresponding results for the right liquid column are obtained by replacing the subscripts l with r and X H with L − X H . The result (3.11) given in the text is found by using the approximation (B.2) with approximation (3.5) for the bubble lifetime.
